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Background

Several new ECoCs met in Patras 2006

Lack of connection with former ECOCs

Formed informal ECOC network

Met 2x yearly to share and support

EC now providing info days

Opportunity to capture and record experience



Why Do It?

When it’s gone it’s gone

Consistent group of topics – delivery framework

Resource demands from students, ECoCs

Reflection can be good for City legacy

Contribution to the wider debate on cultural investment

Encourage a consistent approach

To give something back



Key Components

The Bid Communications

Structure and governance Creating an enduring
legacy

Resources/budgets
European Dimension

The Programme

Community engagement

Tourism opportunities

Links to physical regeneration



Key Questions

What was the approach your City took towards the relevant 
“component”?

What was the thinking behind it?

What were the key features of your approach?

Would you do anything differently if given the chance again?

What key messages or recommendations would you give to 
future cultural capitals?



Key Recommendations

To develop this framework as its basis for all ECOCs to report on 
their year 

To connect the measurement and delivery frameworks

To produce a “legacy website” to capture key events, information

To examine the link between this work and Athens 
documentation centre

To consider establishing “mentor” panel from former ECoCs

To examine the implications of ECoC process  in securing greater 
access for culture via EU Structural Funds













Emerging issues and ideas

Bidding and Governance

Relationship with City Hall

Conveying a real sense of desire

Unifying concept; link to broader City vision

Stakeholder buy in 

Transition from bid to delivery

Features of different models

Don’t forget about the staff



Emerging issues and ideas

Artistic Programming

Crucial relationship with existing cultural institutions

Call for proposals (Turku model worth exploring)

Connect with city but in innovative ways

Balance between critical acclaim vs big appeal 

Don’t neglect populist events 

Turn your crises into opportunities





Emerging issues and ideas

Budgets and funding

More consistent framework for capturing income and
expenditure 

Enables more meaningful comparisons between ECoCs

Helps inform debate on cultural investment 

Build up vs in year spending 

Case studies about value of merchandising 

Creative approaches to sponsorship



Emerging issues and ideas

Tourism and Regeneration

Tourism and visitor spend bring most tangible benefits

Special “welcome” programmes seem to bring longer term 
benefits - including partnerships with industry

Volunteers provide a visible sense of welcome

Complex relationship with physical regeneration 

Physical legacy important to local people

Not everything needs to be completed for the year itself

Be flexible and generous in your partnerships



Emerging issues and ideas

Community Engagement

Culture provides new ways to connect with community issues 

Try to identify early what those issues are – bid stage?

Long term benefits but need to articulate and “sell” better

Volunteers – work out ways to engage hard to reach groups; also 
expectation management is key

Schools programmes – scale, reach and engagement  

Work out what works best – and mainstream





Emerging issues and ideas

Europe and Legacy

European dimension still problematic

What City brings to Europe; what it brings from Europe

Managing the International ECoC “caravan”

Begin to plan your legacy before your year starts

Focus on what you want the legacy to be

Can EC/ECoCs help each other grow artistic legacy?




